
   Voluntarilly surrendering our God-given ability to think, is a heavy price 
to pay as it is an entry-level sacrifice into slavery, whether we may want 
to admit it or not.  Being submissively under the will of another merely to
escape the trauma of thinking things through for ourselves, is sinful.  It is
wicked, because we are not using the gift of reasoning that God gave us 
(see Luke 12:48) with which to properly approach the Bible He sent us, 
which (when the two are otherwise used in harmony) lead us to the 
CORRECT understanding of what that Bible says.  Letting our minds turn 
to mush (as we obligingly let others "train" us) is nothing short of 
laziness, which again, is counter-productive to God's plan (see II Thess. 
3:10).
   Let's try some of that thinking here, with a chain of logic: 
       -If there truly is an omniscient God (able to see into all periods of 
time, forward and back) then would it not stand to "reason" that His 
message for us, would be the set of teachings which were the least 
complicated, had no extra-biblical 'adjustments' for us, and also had the 
most solid line of accountability (historically, archaeologically, etc.)?  
-thus being verifiable through our own human records as well?
   In a truly well-designed plan, God's plan would have been laid out to 
remain relatively stable while generations advanced throughout that 
planned time. But again, to research this, takes thinking - something that
many people go to extremes to avoid.  Yet for those who want the truth 
and are eager to get to the bottom of the missing wisdom in their lives, 
the truth will always be within reach, albeit the heart is genuinely seeking
the truth of God.  Tracing all religions back in time always shows the 
hands-down winner, which is also the only faith that also remarkably 
explains the beginning of our earth   ...described amazingly in our 
Judeo-Christian Bible. 
   Todays' best-preserved English copy of that record, is the King James 
Bible. This also attests to the only faith that can be traced back to the 
days of Adam and Eve, roughly six-thousand years ago, unlike the 
founding dates of other religions such as the Catholic church, which only 
goes back 1700 years.  Most other cults have much shorter histories, with
most of them beginning less than 200 years ago, which of course, is very 
easy to trace as well, should anyone really wish to dig for the truth.
   Once we ascertain that there actually are historical ways to verify the

claims of the true Bible's past, we can in so doing, also literally uncover 
the lies of those who are twisting Christianity for their own gain, in seeing 
the ways that they deviate from God's genuine Bible. Be duly warned that 
these lies are the deceptions of Satan.  Those who therefore, excercise 
little or no reason, may most gullibly be fooled by these cults.
   For those however, who might be interested in more closely examining 
what they're being taught, he should first consider that (throughout 
history) there has been ONLY ONE SOURCE of writings that God had given
the world, and that's the very same Bible we've just discussed. 
   Cults, almost always push a supplemental source of instruction for their 
enslaved masses, that supposedly explains how God has "revised" the way
that their faithful should behave. Jehovah Witnesses do this in the form of 
their constantly changing publications: "the Watchtower", "Awake!" and 
numerous other books, along with their very seriously changed Bible, that 
only adds to the fright of those who wish to not think for themselves. In 
the Mormons, among other writings, there's a companion book they call: 
"The Book of Mormon - Another Testament of Jesus Christ", which (as the 
others) can only distract one from God's real Bible. Rome has had SO 
many revealed unbiblical changes (since 313 A.D.) in their Catechism 
books, Bulls and Decrees, that many now just simply acknowledge their 
own faith's shortcomings, shrug their shoulders and head back to Mass.
    Most of these Christian-related cults, use various publications and 
decoys that are designed to not only distract us from the truth of God's 
genuine Bible, but to also confuse us so well, that any future encounters 
with God's real truth, will seem foreign to it's seasoned members. The 
system that Satan set up with the emotion-driven Hyper-Evangels for 
example, is based not just on very watered-down Bible versions, but also 
on a recently derived method of self-layering confusion to go with it, 
where they obey each whim of their "annointed" over and above those 
weak Bibles as well, becoming one of the fastest-changing of all of the 
false churches today.
   Their primary objective is to get you to check your brain at the door, so 
they can pour their own, devious mixture of unbiblical religiosity into your 
then empty head, and catch the cash and labor draining out the other 
end. Why else can we suppose that Rome kept its people away from God's
Bible for the thousand years that were thereby called...  "the Dark Ages" ?
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